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Model Component Updates
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- Updated model with JP GL strengths & coll. pos. corrections
- Stage 2 Gabor Lens strengths to be updated when JP confirms. 

- Non-parallel beam after GL2 – flexibility needed (wall, cavity, ….)

- Added S2 coll. 0.2m downstream of S1 coll. Open aperture.

- 1st Octupole removed:
- No discernible impact on bunch uniformity

- Phase space difference at the stage 1 end station (on – off):



Device Naming
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- Device name update near complete

- Still to update FFA ring
- GPT model comments still to do

- 1:1 output with BDSIM

- Questions / issues (scheme):
- Should drifts be in the component in 

scheme?

- Which technical area do drifts come under?

- Collimator technical area?

- Dump technical area?

- Target room domain to include capture 
section?

- RF cavities are high power RF?

- Switching dipole – separate component 
type?

- Septum magnet – separate component 
type?

- Domains (next slide)

https://stfc365.sharepoint.com/sites/ITRF/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FITRF%2FShared%20Documents%2F1272%20ITRF%2Fpa1%20%2D%20Preliminary%20Activity%201%20%28CDR%29%2Fctrl%20%2D%20Control%20Systems%2Frpt%20%2D%20Reports&viewid=1424441e%2Df81a%2D4a68%2Daf73%2D2ff52b49406e


Device Domains
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- Current beam line domains:
- TR: Target Room
- LEL: Low Energy Line

- ES1: Low Energy In Vitro End Station
- INJ: Injection line from LEL to FFA

- Axx: FFA Cell
- ES2: High Energy In Vitro End Station
- ES3: High Energy In Vivo End Station

HEX

- Proposed domains to be added:
- Option 1:

- EXT: Extraction line from FFA to HEL

- HEL: High Energy Line

- Option 2:
- HEL: High Energy Line

- Option 3: ?

EXTHEL

HEL



Component Strength Survey
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- New component
strength survey 

- Updated component 
naming

- Strengths & units

- Lengths, cumulative 
length

- Stage 1 injection line 
contains Gabor Lens 
strengths for injection



GPT Optimisation
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- GPTSolve – ongoing.
- Aim reminder: optimise first & second Gabor Lens strengths to mitigate space 

charge induced emittance growth.

- Establishing limits (solenoid strengths, electron density).
- 1.4T solenoid field limit – origin of value?

- Variable GL1 and GL2 strengths causes unavoidable GPT small time step 
error.

- Manually iterate GL2, vary GL1

- Struggling to achieve parallel beam with GL1 solenoid field < 1.46T.



Summary
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- Done:
- Models updated with Octupole, collimator & Gabor Lens strength corrections

- Awaiting S2 Gabor lens strengths

- Magnet strength survey

- Ongoing:
- Update model components to match naming convention (mostly done)

- Follow on from todays discussion

- AP: GPT optimisation of capture section – gdfsolve
- Establishing limits

- Unavoidable GPT time step errors – optimisation limitation

- Continuing (not super quick).

- Todo:

- Identify locations for non-beam transport systems + add to model


